The Patented Roto-Jet RTJ-5 is simply the finest automatic hose
washer in the world today. It's amazing how thoroughly ... how easily
... how quickly this remarkable washer does its job. Ashes, dirt, silt,
mud, glass, and sludge are scrubbed free and flushed away.
Hose is self propelled - A convenient foot pedal applies pressure on
the pivoted wringer roller, pulling the hose through the washer under
power.
Uniform washing - The wringers, in propelling the hose through the
washer assures even, uniform cleaning at the amazing rate of 30ft.
per minute.
Washes edges - The hose actually "imbeds" itself in the soft,
staggered nylon brushes, thereby thoroughly scrubbing the edges, as
well as the flat surfaces.
Durable - The Roto-Jet is built to last, and engineered to be trouble
free.
Water Pressure - A simple garden hose provides ample pressure to
the four spray "jets" for cleaning and rinsing.
Drains hose linings - "Squeegee" action of the twin neoprene
wringer rollers drains hose and eliminates need for hanging in hose
towers or for "walking" the hose.
One person operation - Two complete sections can be placed in the
soaking tank at one time. Only one person is needed at the discharge
end to re-roll the hose.
Cleans with or without soaps - Hose is soaked in the immersion
tank filled with cold or lukewarm water. Soaps, detergents,
disinfectants, or conditioners may be added when needed.
Drive -The motor is 115 volt 60hz, and produces one full horsepower.
The high speed drive is V-belt driven for quietness and ease of
adjustment. Slow speed drives are chain and sprocket operated for
maximum power, efficiency, and durability.
Portable -If operated near floor drains no plumbing is needed. The

Roto-Jet moves easily on four heavy duty, non-staining casters. Two
casters swivel for maneuverability, and a floor lock is provided to hold
the washer in position.

